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ABSTRACT
 
A mathematical model for the analysis of human motion during walking while 
carrying a backpack is presented in this paper. The model consists of a human 
torso carrying a backpack in a sagittal plane. The objective of this paper is to 
develop a model for a backpack load carriage. A Newton-Euler equation is 
applied to describe the backpack kinematics. Using the inverse dynamics 
method, the developed model makes it possible to calculate the forces and 
moments for variation of parameters 
INTRODUCTION 
Backpacks are a widely accepted form of load carriage not only by soldiers and 
hikers but also by school children. Studies have shown that carrying heavy 
backpacks may lead to changes in trunk posture and muscle activity (Goh et al., 
1998; Li and Hong, 2001; Hong and Cheung, 2003; Shasmin et al., 2007) 
especially for children who are still experiencing significant growth and motor 
development. While walking or running with a backpack the forces exerted on the 
body which is caused by the interaction of the backpack and the trunk, lead to 
relative motion of the pack with respect to the trunk. Therefore in order to 
determine these forces, a mathematical model is developed to analyze the 
backpack load carriage. 
Biomechanical analysis of the backpack load carriage have been used in many 
studies, however the construction of the biomechanical models which requires the 
use of a formulation to describe the dynamics equation of motion only being 
studied by few researchers. Fossaic et al. (2008) proposed a simple characteristic 
of the mechanical properties of a backpack suspension system using various 
degrees of stiffness. Ren et al. (2005) studied the biomechanical effect of load 
carriage dynamics during human walking using a non-linear model to investigate 
the biomechanical effects of different backpack suspension characteristics. A 
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IF =m/i p =Fxp + mg sin el 
(1) 
and the y-component of forces acting on the backpack is 
IF=mpyp =Fyp -mgcose, 
(2) 
The pack moment can be obtained from 
M zp = 1pap - M xp - Myp = 1pap -Fx)dy+u)-Fyp'dx 
(3) 
y, 
Yp 
x, 
X p 
FIGURE 1 A Free Body Diagram of a Rigid Body Model of a Backpack and a 
Trunk 
The position of the pack center of mass relative to the trunk in the x and y 
components can be written as 
xp = x, cos e- y, sin e (4) 
x
y p =' x, sine + y, cose (5) 
Differentiation of equations (4) and (5) with respect to (), yield 
p =x, .cose+x,(-sine)col -Lv, ·sine+ y, .cose.w,] 
=x, ·cose- YI ·sine-w,(x, ·sine+ y, .cose) (6) 
Yp =x, sin e + XI cos e .WI + Y, cos e + Yr (- sin e). w, 
=' XI sine + Y, cose + w, [x, cose - y, sin e] (7) 
The second differentiation ofx and y components gives 
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xp = Xteas 0 - Yt sin 0 - 2mt (.xt .sin 0 + Yt .cos 0) 
(8) 
- at [xt sin 0 + Yteas 0] - m/ (xteas 0 - Yt . sin 0) 
Yp =''.(1 sinO+xl cosO·mt + Yt cosO+ Y,(-sinO).m, +dJ,[xl cosO- YIsinO] 
+ml[x, cosO+ x,(- sinO). m, - Y, sinO- YIcosO· mt] (9) 
=x, sinO+ Y, cosO+a,[x, cosO- YI sinO]+2m,[x, cosO- YI sinO] 
-m/[xI ·sinO+ Y, .cosO] 
By taking dy + U == x, sin 0 + YI cos 0 and differentiate it with respect to g, give 
O+U =x, sinO+x, cosO·m, + Y, cos(}- Y, sinO'm, 
= XI sin () + Y, cos(} + m, (x, cos()- Y, sin(}) 
XI sin 0 + YI cos () = U- w, (x, cos () - Y, sin ()) 
Substitute into equation (6), the kinematic equation in x-component is 
xp =Xt cos(}-Yt sin(}-2mt[u-mt~t cosO-Yt sin(})]-at(dy+u)-m/(xt cos()-Yt sin(}) 
=Xt cos(}-Yt sin(}-at(dy+u)-2mt ·iHmt 2 ·dx 
with dx == XI cos () - y, sin () . (10) 
Differentiate dx = x, cos () - y, sin () with respect to (), then 
0= x, cos () - x, sin O· m, - (y, sin 0 + y, cos O· w, ) 
=x, cosO - Y, sinO - OJ, (x, sin () + YI cosO) 
x, cosO - Y, sin 0 = w, (x, sin 0 + Y, cosO) 
Substitute into (7), the kinematic equation in y-component can be written as 
Yp = x, sinO + Y, cosf) + a, [x, cos(} - YI sinO] + 2m, [x, case - YI sine] 
-m/[x, sinO+ y, cose] 
:;:x, sine+ Y, cos8+a, .dx+ 2m, [w,(x, sinO+ y, case)] -w/(x, sinO+ y, cos(}) 
=x, sine+ Y, cose+al 'dx+W,2(X, sine+ y, case) 
:;:x, sinO+.v1 cosO+a, ·dx+W,2(dy+u) (11) 
Since the backpack is model as a rigid body that moves with the trunk, then 
a p =a, (12) 
Equations (1), (2), (3), (10) and (11) consist of 5 equations with 5 unknowns 
which are xp , .v p' a I D}~p ,Fl,p and can be written in a matrix fonn 
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mp 0 0 -1 0 
0 mp 0 0 -I 
0 0 I p - (dy + u) -dx 
1 0 -(dy+u) 0 0 
0 1 -dx 0 0 
X p 
yP 
at 
Fxp 
Fvp 
= 
mgsinB
 
-mgcosB
 
M lP
 
xt cos B- Yt sin B- 2mt . it + m/ .dx
 
xt sin B+ Yt cosB+ m/(dy + u)
 
By substituting equations (10) and (11) into (I) and (2), the matrix can be 
simplified into a 3x3 matrix which can be used to evaluate the forces 
(Fxp and Fvp ) acting on the backpack in the x and y-componcnts. 
Ip -(dy+u) -dx at M zp 
mpE~v+uF I o F,p = mp[xtcosB-YtsinB-2m,.it+m/.dx-gsinB] 
-mp(dx) o I mp~tsinB+ YtcosB+m/(dy+u)+gcose]r lrF IP l [ ~ 
CONCLUSION 
This paper presented a mathematical model of a human torso carrying a backpack 
in a sagittal plane. A Newton-Euler equation is applied to describe the backpack 
kinematics. From the developed model, the calculation for the forces and 
moments can be determined using an inverse dynamics method for variation of 
parameters. 
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